
Homelearning in Lockdown
with an ABI

This information sheet was written after an online discussion among parents of children who have
an ABI at the start of Lockdown 3 in the UK, January 2021.  We offer these ideas to you.  

All  youngsters  do  some  homelearning,  perhaps  because  the  family  has  opted  for  Education
Otherwise  Than At  School  (EOTAS)  or  because they need to isolate,  recover  from surgery  or
because the schools are involved in remote learning, as in the Covid crisis of 2020-21 – we all hope
it will not go beyond this year!  But all children do learn at home, and for children with an ABI that
learning will  not just be ‘picked up’,  they will  need to be taught what it  is  their siblings learn
without teaching.

Like school, like home
We think carefully about how we present tasks and ideas in school, but when teaching in another
venue the same principles apply.  If your child needs breaks at school, they will need breaks at
home.  If an uncluttered space is provided in school, that will need to be found at home.  If they
need to sit in the second row, so that they can watch a peer who models what to do…...ah, now
that will be problematic at home. 

What has been found to be helpful is to have a consistent work space, with no access to youtube,
phones, controllers or games machines! Some parents have managed to find a space downstairs,
possibly next to their own workspace, so that there is a sense of working at the same time.  Others
have needed to space the family out, using desks and tables in bedrooms, but parents were then
suggesting that they needed to keep an eye, by making reasons to pop their head around the door
every 20 mins or so.  One parent sets a timer so that she remembers to check what her youngsters
are doing. 

You may need to cut  off a  corner  of  the  room with  waist-height  bookcases.  Think  about  the
position of the desk so that the learner is not distracted by anything in front of them. You may also
need to think about the chair, both the height and whether it will swing or not.  Some youngsters
need a proper office chair, for others this will be distracting.  

Transition between lessons in school is a time which marks change and is a natural down time.
These times disappear when you are involved with remote learning, whether live lessons or work
tasks set by the teacher.  It is important to build in clear transitions, break times and have a set
lunch time to  break  up  the day.  It  is  also  important  to  get  them outside  for  a  walk,  to  play
basketball or be involved in other activities. 
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Patterns, routines & online learning
School has a strict pattern and routine; this does not always suit our youngsters with ABI, but it is
certainly there.  At home that pattern can be adjusted to cater more exactly for what is needed if
lessons are recorded or work is provided in work packs. But when live lessons online are provided,
the youngster is still subject to the pace of the rest of the class.  If they are lost in a lesson in
school, there is usually someone to rescue them, perhaps a TA, perhaps the teacher or even a kind
friend, but online that is missing.  Unless your youngster is reassured that there is a plan for rescue
she/he may be reluctant to go online.  It is worth asking if lessons could be recorded so that your
child can pause, think about one idea, then move onto the next. 

The change to online, face to face meetings, has been quite difficult for many of us.  Setting aside
the technical challenges, there is also the business of seeing yourself on screen, and learning to
listen while not interrupting.  We teach our youngsters to make little noises to show they are
following what is being taught, but if you do that online it disrupts the lesson for all the others.
The answer has to be turning the mic on and off, which is a skill  in itself.   How then can you
indicate that you want to ask or answer a question?  Some teachers are giving clear instruction on
this to their classes, but others are not, and parents will need to alert teachers to the issues their
child is facing.  

Different platforms have different ways of working, and different add-ons.  If different teachers set
work in different ways you may need to keep a list of how each teacher does it – much better when
the school has a consistent policy about this.  Even then, you may not have access to the school
app for word processing (or presentations or spreadsheets or whatever) and the youngsters might
need to work on the Google Suite which is available to most, but more limited in its functionality.

Then there is keeping up with the pace; as a group we realised that some teachers have increased
the pace of lessons, while others have slowed them.  Parents can listen in to the lessons and then
help, but many parents are attempting to work from home too.  This can be where a support
worker  can  help,  if  they  are  listening  in  to  the  lesson  they  can  then  have  a  one  to  one
Meet/Teams/Zoom call to go over the ideas with the youngster.

These strategies can help some learners:

1. Set the screen so that (s)he can only see the teacher. 
2. Make sure  the youngster doesn't start  typing in the text box or focusing on reading it.

Perhaps put the teachers screen over the top of it,  so (s)he can get to it quickly if (s)he
needs to ask something, but it is not distracting. 

3. Get an arrangement where the youngster can ask the teacher a question privately.
4. Arrange with the teacher that the learner can choose whether to keep the video off or on

mute.
5. Only go on online when the youngster is comfortable, so they are in a place to learn
6. Record lessons. [This may be tricky and will  need to be cleared with the teacher – and

possibly the rest of the class]
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7. Between lessons do other things like take the dog out, cook, use the basketball hoop in the
garden etc.

8. Build up slowly if you have never done it before to avoid the stress. Space out the lessons.
It is such a bizarre thing to get used to even for us. 

9. Remember: youngsters [and teachers] get more tired in an online lesson 

Help, or do it for them?
Overload is an issue in the classroom, and many strategies may be put in place to mitigate this,
whether it is keywords being written by the TA, dictating to an adult, using apparatus or a hundred
and  one  other  personalised  strategies.  Without  this  overload  will  happen  at  home  and  it  is
important that the school is aware of this. A TA can still take the dictation or you could try voice
activated software e.g. voice typing under Tools in Google Docs.  The chat facility can be used for
key words, but it is viewed by the whole class, which may be helpful for all, or could single out the
youngster with the ABI. 

However this is a time when our youngsters can learn to be more independent. They will be in a
quiet environment and may be able to learn to focus in a more purposeful way.  But this is only if
the parents, and their siblings, allow them to.  One parent wisely commented that if she sits with
her son in lessons, it is as if he thinks he does not have to concentrate as she will remember what
to do and what the lesson was about.  We need to learn to listen to the lesson without the young
people knowing we are there and then helping them recall by questioning them, rather than telling
them or repeating what the teacher has said.  Questioning yourself is a useful strategy to work out
what to do in situations, which is much used by adults with ABI and parent modelling of this will be
a bonus of homelearning. 

Work setting
Some parents are aware that the work being set is not fully differentiated – there may be only 3
alternative  tasks  for  a  primary  aged  class  for  example.  It  is  really  important  that  parents
communicate with the school how their youngster works with the tasks and whether they are fully
differentiated.   Within  the  classroom  many  teachers  differentiate  in  the  moment  by  offering
additional ideas, support of apparatus or quick frameworks.  At home they are unable to respond
in this way and it is up to parents to let the school staff know. Ask school what the youngsters one-
to-one is doing with their time (if your youngster has one). 

Schools also vary in when they set work; some children also have to cope with organising their
learning time as the work is all set at the start of the week.  Other schools have stuck to the school
timetable and set the work as it would be set in the classroom. It is important that the young
person understands what is expected of them; they can learn a lot of study skills if we tell them
directly that the teachers are teaching them to use their time wisely, pace their learning, learn to
be self-directed, improve their focus etc.   
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Motivation and reward
However for some youngsters this is not enough and they will need to be externally motivated.
This may come from the parents or the way the whole family approaches working from home, or
daily rewards for which the child has to earn points towards a set goal.  If this method is chosen,
you need to ensure that points are easy to gain and easy to lose and there is always a way of
gaining back those that are lost.  No record of lost points should be kept; fluffy balls in a plastic tub
or jar work well, but some families have used pebbles or marbles. For teenagers, who can look
further ahead, a longer term reward can be effective, especially if they are working hard towards a
specific goal, be it a music exam or 16plus exams. The SHIPS sheet ‘Helping with Homework’ has
ideas on this.

But most teenagers will moan at doing work, it is part of being a teenager!  It will be tempting to
‘promise’ that this will end – in February, perhaps – but we don’t know.  Unlike a normal year
when young people are working towards a certain date for exams,  this year it  is  an unknown
quantity; it stores up trouble if you promise anything you cannot fulfil. 

Be prepared to push…
Many, if not most, youngsters with an ABI will be classed as vulnerable, and can have a place in
school if parents want it.  Conversely some youngsters with an ABI are medically highly vulnerable
and may have been told to shield.  Whether your child goes to school or stays at home is up to the
individual family and no-one should feel under pressure to conform to what other parents are
doing. 

But every youngster has the right to an education which is suitable for them.  Talk to staff at
school, they are still the teachers. Make sure they know if 

 the work set is the right level for your child
 the pace is suitable in live lessons
 your child is happy with being seen/heard online
 your child knows how to ask for help with an idea or task

Above everything, don’t stress. Just because you need to vary the task set to fit into what you have
available at home doesn’t matter.  If the youngster needs to take breaks and they miss one or more
tasks, doesn’t matter.  There again, there are lots of other skills to learn when at home, which are
skills for life. These are much more important in the long run, and parents are excellent teachers.
Enjoy your time with your children. 

With thanks to all the parents who contributed.
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